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PROBLEMS FACED BY BONDED LABOUR 

IN INDIA 

ABSTRACT  

 

The uneven social structure characterised by using age vintage feudal gadget has led to the emergence of the bonded 

labour current in the shape of slavery for centuries in maximum components of the arena. on the grounds that 

inception, the bonded labour gadget has been mixed with the elements of exploitation and patronage. however with the 

increasing traits towards laissez-faire economy the element of patronage has disappeared and the exploitation of 

labours inside the society exploitation in the long run outcomes in constraints on one's fitness and improvement, 

additionally determines his/her fate as an unskilled, low paid worker. bonded labour is one unique sorts of pressured 

labour in which the character is pressured to sell labour to pay his/her debt. that is also called debt bondage. the 

labourers are compelled to work in agricultural fields, brick kilns, production flowers, and the modus operandi remains 

commonplace everywhere. the trouble isn't only acknowledged nationally however the world over as nicely. poverty, 

discrimination, social exclusion and insufficient implementation of legislation are the foundation reasons of bonded 

labour internationally. the want of the hour is to take in effective measures to save you exercise of bonded labour and 

make efforts to release of bonded labourers and prevention from their lapsing into bondage again. This paper provides 

problems faced by bonded labour in India and its pons and cons . 

 

keywords: bonded labour, exploitation, prevention. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Bonded labour is the labour of a person forced to work under certain obligation or threats. Bonded labourers are owned 

by their employers, to whom they and their families become indebted. India is one of those countries where there is a 

large presence of bonded labourers. The extent and magnitude of the problem is such that no true citizen or believer can 

be indifferent to their condition 

prior to the early present day age, feudal and serfdom structures had been the important political and financial structures 

in europe. those structures have been based totally on the holding of all land in fief or rate, and the resulting relation of 

lord to vassal, and changed into characterised by means of homage, felony and army provider of tenants, and forfeiture. 

many historians have argued that this device was also set up in some latin american nations, following european 

settlement. 
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a modernization of the feudal system changed into "peonage", wherein borrowers have been certain in servitude to their 

creditors till their money owed have been paid. even though peons are handiest obliged to a creditor monetarily, it is 

probably considered that this dating reduces private autonomy. 

 

I.Regulation and troubles associated with bonded labour in india 

 

Bonded labour is widely well-known in lots of regions in india. the main characteristic of the machine is that the debtor 

pledges his person or that a member of his own family for a mortgage and is launched on the repayment of the debt. 

bonded labour is noted by special names in exclusive regions. the elayaperumal committee mentions the subsequent: 

 

• gothi in orissa; 

 

• machindari in madya pradesh; 

 

• sagri in rajasthan; 

 

• vet begar and salbandi in maharastha; 

 

• jana, manihi or ijhari in jammu and kashmir; 

 

• jeetha in mysore; 

 

• vetti in tamil nadu; 

 

• kamiya or kuthiya in chattisgarh. 

 

inside the beginning of the 20th century the system combined the elements of exploitation, patronage and safety as a 

minimum in some regions. but with growing trend closer to the cash-economic system and adjustments within the 

varieties of use to which agricultural land is placed, the element of patronage disappeared and that of exploitation 

persisted. 

 

A)Indian  constitution a few related provision regarding to bonded labour, specifically: 

 

• preamble: the charter of india guarantees all citizen social, financial and political justice, freedom of notion and 

expression, equality of popularity and possibility and fraternity assuring dignity of the person; 
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• article 14, 15 and sixteen: those articles guarantee equality and same treatment; 

• article 19(1) (g): the thing guarantees freedom of change and career; 

 

• article 21: the article guarantees right to existence and liberty; 

• article 24: the article prohibits the employment of youngsters whether as bonded labour or in any other case. together, 

article 23 and article 24 are place underneath the heading “right in opposition to exploitation”, considered one of 

india’s constitutionally proclaimed fundamental rights. 

• directive standards: moreover, the directive concepts directs the state to try to secure, inter alia:  

• (a) just and human situations of work (article 42); 

•  (b) instructional and economic hobby of the scheduled caste and scheduled tribe and different weaker section of the 

society (article 46). 

• beneath article 42. provision for simply and humane situations of labor and maternity relief - the state shall make 

provision for securing just and humane situations of labor and for maternity remedy. 

• under article 43. living wage, and many others. for workers - the country shall endeavour to cozy, with the aid of 

appropriate law or financial employer or in any other way, to all employees, agricultural, industrial or otherwise, 

paintings and residing wage, conditions of work making sure a respectable trendy of life and complete enjoyment of 

entertainment and social and cultural opportunities and, mainly the country shall endeavour to sell cottage industrial 

on an person or co-operative foundation in rural areas. 

• B) indian penal code: 

 

• underneath section 374. unlawful compulsory labour - whoever unlawfully compels any person to 

labour against the desire of that character, shall be punishable with imprisonment of both 

description for a term which may also increase to twelve months, or with high-quality, or with 

both, additionally; 

 

 

C) Kids  (pledging of labour) act, 1933: 

 

children (pledging of labour) act, 1933 says that except there may be something repugnant within the challenge or 

context - “an agreement of pledging the labour of child” manner an agreement written or oral, explicit or implied, 

whereby the determine or parent of a child, in go back for any price or gain acquired or to be obtained by him, 

undertakes to reason or permit the offerings of the kid to be utilized in any employment. furnished that any settlement 

made without detriment to a infant, and now not made in attention of any gain other than reasonable wages to be paid 

for the kid’s offerings and terminable at now not greater than a weeks observe, isn't an agreement in the that means of 
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this definition. it also says that “whoever, being the parent or parent of a infant, makes an settlement to pledge the 

labour of that child, will be punished with first-class which might also enlarge as much as fifty rupees”. 

 

based totally on those provisions, the gadget of bonded labour is accordingly totally incompatible with the goal of an 

egalitarian socio-economic order underneath the charter of india. the gadget is also an infringement of the primary 

human rights and destruction of the honor of human labour. 

 

II) The  bonded labour system (abolition) act, 1976 

A) salient capabilities 

The  open targets of the act are identification, launch and rehabilitation of bonded labourers. allow us to analyse a 

number of the silent capabilities of the act: 

 

• First  of all, it is about the notice of the want for equipment referring to its implementation.  

 

• Secondly , the act envisage the constitution of vigillance communities on the district and sub-divisioned stage, to 

propose the district Justice of the Peace and to ensure the implementation of the provision of the act. 

 

• Thirdly , segment sixteen to 19 of the act offers with the penal sanctions which might be, if enforced nicely, 

sufficient to have the requiste impact. 

 

B) Implementation  

The  actual problem lies within the implementation elements. the failure in the implementation of the act can also rise 

up due to a ramification of things chide among them, particularly: 

 

• lack of knowledge: the need to create consciousness of socio-financial law or to publicize it's far hardly ever realized. 

 

• lack of actual prosecution of the offenders: as also seen from beyond experience, there may be infrequently any 

enforcement of the penal sanctions provisions. 

 

• lack of administrative and political will: now not now and again, the directors who put into effect the programmes are 

drawn from the dominant castes whose pastimes are adversely tormented by the legislation. 

 

• loss of centers for legal resource and recommendation: frequently, illiteracy, lack of communique, remoteness from 

urban centers and poverty inhibits the weaker section from taking benefit of the legal system to be had to them. 
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• social and monetary dependence: the regulation ought to take account of the social and monetary heritage of the 

difficulty. 

 

• loss of measures to make worried legit countable for their in motion or misdeeds: in neeraja chaudhary v. nation of 

m.p. (1982),maximum of the released bonded labourer had now not been rehabilitated even after six months of their 

release. 

 

III) As according to the bonded labour system (abolition) act, 1976: 

 

 “bonded labour” approach any labour or provider rendered underneath the bonded labour gadget-phase 2 (e). 

 

  “bonded labourer” approach a labourer who incurs, or has, or is presumed to have incurred a bonded debt-segment 

2(f). 

 

  “bonded labour device” manner the gadget of compelled, or in part forced, labour underneath which a debtor enters, 

or has, or is presumed to have, entered, into an settlement with the creditor to the effect that he would- 

 

i. render, by using himself or through any member of his circle of relatives, or any character depending on him, labour 

or provider to the creditor, or for the benefit of the creditor, for a distinctive duration or for any unspecified period, both 

with out wages or for nominal wages, or 

 

ii. for the liberty of employment or other method of livelihood for a special length or for an unspecified length, or 

 

iii. forfeit the right to transport freely at some point of the territory of india, or 

 

iv. forfeit the right to suitable or promote at marketplace cost any of his property or fabricated from his labour or the 

labour of a member of his family or any individual depending on him; 

 

and includes the system of pressured, or partially compelled, labour beneath which a surety for a debtor enters, or has, 

or is presumed to have, entered, into an settlement with the creditor to the effect that within the occasion of the failure 

of the debtor to pay off the debt, he would render the bonded labour on behalf of the debtor-section 2(g) 

 

The its diverse judgments, ideal courtroom has given a totally large, liberal and expansive interpretation of the 

definition of the bonded labour. according to the translation given by the apex court docket, where someone furnished 

labour or provider to any other for remuneration much less than the minimum salary, the labour or carrier falls 

absolutely in the scope and ambit of the phrases pressured labour underneath the charter. 

 

IV) statistics : The fact in no way revealed 
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Respectable  statistics reflecting enforcement of the bonded labour device (abolition) act are similarly tough to gain. 

facts concerning application of the bonded labour gadget (abolition) act to kids are nonexistent. certainly, at least a few 

authorities officials interviewed by means of human rights watch appeared to be laboring underneath the conviction that 

the bonded labour machine (abolition) act does no longer apply to kids, an interpretation that has no basis inside the law 

itself nor in splendid courtroom cases interpreting the law. 

 

as of march 1993, the cutting-edge date for which legit figures are to be had, state governments had reported the identity 

and release of a total of 251,424 bonded worker's. this range indicates all bonded laborers recognized and released since 

the bonded labour machine (abolition) act changed into surpassed in 1976. of this variety, 227,404 had been reported to 

were rehabilitated. if this number includes any rehabilitated bonded toddler workers, that fact has now not been 

mentioned. 

 

nation governments' information grossly below-document the cutting-edge prevalence of bonded hard work. as stated, 

the supreme court has been inspecting the incidence of bonded exertions in 13 states. those thirteen states, chosen via 

the court docket for investigation due to their reputation for high quotes of debt bondage, all claimed in affidavits to the 

court docket that there was little or no bonded labor inside their jurisdictions. the court docket, skeptical of these claims, 

appointed teams of investigators to take a look at the issue in each nation. 

 

when districts and states do report on statistics regarding the identification and rehabilitation of bonded people, these 

numbers are frequently unreliable. the team investigating bonded hard work in tamil nadu, as an instance, found 

that"statutory registers referring to bonded labour had been not maintained in many districts." simple forget about or 

lack of resources isn't the handiest or even the number one cause for loss of correct records. in line with the 

investigative crew, "info furnished by means of the nation authorities and the district management do now not tally in 

maximum districts or even seem fabricated." 

 

this will be visible in states' statistics on bonded exertions that are submitted to the principal authorities. for instance, 

there are at the least three examples from 1988 to 1995 in which states have stated that the quantity of bonded 

employees which have been rehabilitated are greater than the quantity of bonded employees which have been 

recognized. in 1988, the country of tamil nadu said that 34,640 bonded employees had been rehabilitated, but in 

addition they suggested that 33,581 bonded labourers were diagnosed, that means that the nation claimed it had 

rehabilitated 1,059 more people than it had ever diagnosed as bonded employees. within the 1989-ninety report to the 

ministry of labour, the country of orissa reported that 51,751 bonded labourers had been rehabilitated, but best forty 

eight,657 had been recognized. the nation of tamil nadu said inside the 1994-ninety five ministry of labour annual report 

that 39,054 bonded labourers had been rehabilitated, but they had recognized 38,886. in general, those 3 examples 

imply that four,321 greater humans were rehabilitated than were diagnosed as bonded people. 

 

V) These information are traumatic for two motives: 
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• Those statistics are cumulative totals, that means that each 12 months, new instances are delivered to the cases from 

preceding years, relationship back to 1976, while the bonded labour machine (abolition) act have become regulation, in 

order that the every year facts constitute the full quantity of bonded employees that have ever been identified, launched, 

and rehabilitated. 

 

• Before  bonded laborers may be eligible for rehabilitation, they have to be identified as bonded workers. because of 

this methodology, the cumulative totals for rehabilitation can by no means be extra than the cumulative totals for 

identity and while this occurs, which include the previous three instances, it indicates a serious flaw in reporting. this 

may be due to numerous factors: country governments can be arbitrarily determining bonded exertions data, or the 

inaccuracies may be because of easy errors, or folks who were not bonded worker's are being rehabilitated as bonded 

workers. in a single instance of the latter, a survey of a hundred and eighty bonded workers who had been officially 

rehabilitated via the bihar government observed that 120 had by no means been bonded. 

a best court docket attorney closely related to bonded labor litigation corroborated the unreliable nature of the district 

creditors' reviews, pronouncing there's "no mechanism to ascertain the collectors' veracity." in keeping with this suggest 

and others acquainted with the difficulty, corruption in application of the bonded labour system (abolition) act and 

dispersal of act-related rehabilitation budget is not unusual. "a collector may obtain 100,000 rupees for rehabilitation 

efforts however disperse best 10,000 of it. embezzlement is difficult to track, but all of us are aware of it happens. for 

instance, a bonded labourer comes in, places his thumb print at the record announcing he's going to acquire 6,250 

rupees, but receives only three,000 rupees." 

 

corruption and forget about aren't the handiest reasons for horrific statistics concerning bonded hard work. every other 

is passivity at the a part of imposing officers, who too regularly take no affirmative steps to discover and root out debt 

bondage in their districts. whether or not that is due to simple apathy or to a misunderstanding on their a part of their 

official responsibilities, the effect is disastrous for bonded laborers, who are left in their kingdom of enslavement 

indefinitely. in tamil nadu, as an example, the investigators discovered that "most district collectors... had one basis to 

count on that bonded labour does not exist-nobody is coming ahead [to report that they are in bondage." 

 

human rights watch become unable to gain any statistics on prosecution below the bonded labour system (abolition) act 

after 1988. as much as 1988, there have been 7,000 prosecutions below the bonded labour (abolition) act throughout 

india, of which seven-hundred resulted in convictions. it's miles sure that prosecution below the act is uncommon. in 

tamil nadu, the primary prosecutions under the twenty-year-old act took place in 1995, whilst eight beedi employers 

have been arrested by means of the north arcot district collector. the case, which drew headlines within the local press, 

become depicted as a formidable "get difficult" degree. the sellers spent one night in prison and had been fined 500 

rupees each. the bonded labour system (abolition) act lets in for punishment of three years in prison and a 2,000 rupee 

pleasant. 
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VI) Suggestions  

 

The  hassle of bonded labour is dynamic in nature and it can reoccur at any factor of time. consequently, the bonded 

labourers ought to be rehabilitated as soon as viable after their release. if this isn't always carried out than it is a 

treatment worst than the malady because these labourers will die of hunger. hence, before liberating the bonded 

labourers a legitimate rehabilitative making plans is inevitable. the subsequent measures can be adopted in this regard: 

 

• public recognition and training is a must, 

 

• productive and profits generating schemes should be formulated in advance otherwise they will once more fall back 

upon the machine of bonded labour after their release, 

 

• Those schemes have to be chosen after duly consulting the concerned labourers and ngos concerned of their 

emancipation and rehabilitation, 

 

• The authorities ought to work on a concern basis in areas prone for the gadget of bonded labour and for the 

rehabilitation of already releases labourers, 

 

• An  effective and quicker criticism redressal machinery need to be set up for proper disposal of cases relating bonded 

labour, 

 

• A humanitarian schooling programme must be formulated for persons coping with bonded labourers, 

 

• There  ought to be a gadget of summary disposal of instances below numerous laws handling the evil of bonded 

labour, 

 

• There should be a strict enforcement of the welfare and labour law, 

 

• The need to be more stringent penal legal guidelines for efficiently dealing with the risk of bonded labour etc. 

 

besides the measures for development cited already in the foregone discussion, the authorities of india must show its 

commitment to the eradication of bonded labour via imposing a number of the subsequent guidelines at the earliest 

possible. 
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• The bonded labour machine (abolition) act have to direct vigillance committees and district creditors to initiate serving 

and credit programme on the network degree. 

 

• similarly to true government movement, it is vital that non-governmental employer be recommended via the 

governance to collaborate in this attempt. 

 

• A state-wide public awareness campaign should be released regarding the legal prohibition of bonded labour. 

 

• The scheme for rehabilitation programmes have to be included with existing irdp and nrep (35th consultation of the 

labour ministers convention held in eleven might also 1985). 

 

• The courtroom ought to also abandon the conventional method and are available to the rescue of the bonded 

labourers, particulary in the technical policies of evidence and degree of burden of evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  
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Bonded  labour have to be attacked from many fronts. enforcement of the law is vital, however it is not sufficient. the 

bonded labour need to have somewhere else to move. the elimination of modern-day debt bondage and the prevention 

of latest or renewed bondage therefore, require a combination of concerted authorities movement and giant network 

involvement. 

 

The bonded labour gadget is an historic enslavement exercise that still exists throughout united states of america in 

diverse bureaucracy even after the implementation of country wide and worldwide conventions, constitutional and legal 

provisions. it is a coercive and oppressive labour arrangement disguised by valid and voluntary transactions between 

individuals. internationally identified and nationally recommended legal definitions of bonded labour may be powerful 

devices within the combat against bonded labour. but other than the fact that the legislation followed and packages and 

guidelines carried out the problem of bonded labour stays a truth within the present situation. the efforts to combat all 

kinds of slavery were recommend by the country wide and worldwide companies of their respective fields of 

movement. the eradication of bonded labour in india depends upon  imperatives by enforcing legal guidelines regarding 

protection of bonded labours. and secondly, with the aid of creating significant alternatives for already bonded labourers 

and people susceptible to becoming a member of their ranks. as a result the authorities has sources and authority to 

implement law; even as 

network based agencies have the grass roots touch to facilitate such implementation. further the nongovernmental 

organizations can act as a watchdog to remove this social evil. bonded labour is sizable, pernicious and long status 

social unwell which urgently need to uprooted and to make a humane society. the tenacity of bonded labour have to be 

attacked with same tenacity; whatever much less than that is sure to fail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


